NEW FINANCIAL SOFTWARE FOR COMPANIES

Over $100 million traded through Kantox API in first 6
months
•

The API connects Kantox's platform to clients' ERP or TMS to
automate all currency transactions, execute their hedging strategy
and/or make mass international payments

th

26 July, London-. At the end of 2015, Kantox launched its API, which was initially rolled out
for use by a group of beta clients. Just over half a year on, thousands of transactions have
been completed through the API and the total amount traded with this technology has already
broken through the $100 million barrier. "Kantox delivers genuine added value by offering
finance departments headache-free automation of currency management and execution of
customised FX rate hedging strategies," explained Philippe Gelis, the fintech firm's cofounder and CEO.
Kantox's financial software development is always driven by companies' needs. As Gelis put
it, "Our clients were looking for solutions to boost efficiency and productivity by improving their
management of their exchange rate risk, currency operations and international payments."
Kantox API is now available for all clients and can be integrated with their in-house systems
in just a few days. Once this integration is complete, clients have full access to Kantox's
various core services – from spot trades to forwards, market orders and international
payments – as well as to advanced products such as Dynamic Hedging and the Payments
Hub.
What is Kantox API?
Companies that need to frequently manage their FX exposure or process a high volume of
international payments can integrate Kantox API with their enterprise resource planning
(ERP) software or treasury management system (TMS) to automate each and every one of
their transactions.

This integration provides benefits not only in terms of efficiency – with fewer hours spent on
low-value-added tasks – but also by eliminating the mistakes that commonly occur when data
is entered manually.
About Kantox
Kantox is a multinational fintech company offering FX management solutions. We work hard
every day to solve one of the major problems faced by international companies: currency
management.
We believe that the financial industry, known for its opacity and lack of innovation, needs a
radical change. We believe it is time to redefine the industry, adopting more transparent,
efficient and fairer models. In the end, it is all about the value we bring to clients.
Our expertise, products and solutions allow our customers to manage their currency
exposure, build hedging strategies, automate FX transactions and process international
payments in a smart way.
We generate significant savings, efficiency and productivity with full transparency. Our 2,000
clients have trade over $3 billion in 20 countries.
Kantox is headquartered in London and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority
(reference number 580343).
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